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ABSTRACT  

Date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.) is a valuable plant that provides a significant source of 

income for both local farmers and governments in arid and semi-arid regions of the world. 

Modelling approaches that can map this economically important species accurately and its 

likely future distribution should be useful for the formulation of more effective, long-term 

management plans. The main objective of this study was to determine how climate change 

may impact on the future distribution of date palms worldwide and in Iran. This research 

constitutes studies based on different modelling techniques that should contribute to better 

mapping and projected distribution of date palm in an era of climate alteration.  

In the first study, the potential global distribution of date palm was assessed under current and 

future climate scenarios by 2030, 2050, 2070 and 2100. Here, CLIMEX (an ecological niche 

model) and two different Global Climate Models (GCMs), CSIRO-Mk3.0 (CS) and MIROC-

H (MR), were employed with the A2 emission scenario to model the potential date palm 

distribution under current and future climates at a global scale and a Middle Eastern scale. At 

the global scale, our results indicate that in North Africa, many areas with a suitable climate 

for this species are projected to become climatically unsuitable by 2100. In North and South 

America, locations such as south-eastern Bolivia and northern Venezuela will become 

climatically more suitable. By 2070, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and western Iran are projected to have 

a reduction in climate suitability. The results indicate that cold, wet and dry stresses will play 

an important role in date palm distribution in the future, however, stresses differ regionally. 

In our modelling approaches (second study), the potential distribution of date palm for Iran 

was refined based on climate and two non-climatic parameters: a) the location of soils 

containing suitable physicochemical properties and b) the spatial distribution of soil types 

having suitable soil taxonomy for dates, as unsuitable soil types impose problems in air 
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permeability, hydraulic conductivity and root development. The results showed that only 30% 

of the area identified as suitable by CLIMEX will actually be suitable for date palm 

cultivation: the rest of the area comprises soil types that are not favourable for date palm 

cultivation in Iran. Moreover, the refined outputs indicate that the total area suitable for date 

palm cultivation will increase to 31.3 million ha by 2100, compared to 4.8 million ha for 

current date palm cultivation. The current results also indicates that only heat stress will have 

an impact on date palm distribution in Iran by 2100, with the areas currently impacted by cold 

stress diminishing by 2100. 

In the third study, our research set out to refine CLIMEX output for Iran based on suitability 

under soil physicochemical properties. Areas containing suitable physicochemical soil 

properties and suitable soil taxonomy, together with land slopes of less than 10 degrees and 

suitable land uses for date palm were selected as appropriate refining tools to ensure the 

CLIMEX results were accurate and robust. Results showed that large regions of Iran are 

projected as likely to become climatically suitable for date palm cultivation based on the 

projected scenarios for the years 2030, 2050, 2070 and 2100. The study also showed 

CLIMEX outputs merit refinement by non-climatic parameters and that the incremental 

introduction of each additional parameter decreased the disagreement between GCMs. 

Furthermore, the study indicated that the least amount of disagreement in terms of areas 

conducive to date palm cultivation resulted from CS and MR GCMs when the locations of 

suitable physicochemical soil properties and soil taxonomy were used as refinement tools. 

In the fourth study, using CLIMEX and the sensitivity analysis Taguchi Method, a process-

based niche model was developed to estimate potential distributions of date palm. The 

sensitivity analysis of the model was based on both its native and invasive distribution and 

validation was carried out in terms of its extensive distribution in Iran. To identify model 

parameters having greatest influence on distribution of date palm, a sensitivity analysis was 
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carried out. Changes in suitability were established by mapping of regions where the 

estimated distribution changed with parameter alterations. This facilitated the assessment of 

certain areas in Iran where parameter modifications impacted the most, particularly in relation 

to suitable and highly suitable locations. Parameter sensitivities were also evaluated by the 

calculation of area changes within the suitable and highly suitable categories. The low 

temperature limit (DV2), high temperature limit (DV3), upper optimal temperature (SM2) and 

high soil moisture limit (SM3) had the greatest impact on sensitivity, while other parameters 

showed relatively less sensitivity or were insensitive to change. For an accurate fit in species 

distribution models, highly sensitive parameters require more extensive research and data 

collection methods. Results of this study demonstrate a more cost effective method for 

developing date palm distribution models, an integral element in species management, and 

may prove useful for streamlining requirements for data collection in potential distribution 

modelling for other species as well.  

In the fifth study, the future distribution of Fusarium oxysporum f. spp. which pose risks to a 

number of cash crops such as date palm, banana, tomato, palm and garlic was modeled and 

the results were correlated to identify areas suitable for Fusarium oxysporum f. spp. growth 

for North Africa, Middle Eastern and European countries for the years 2050 and 2100. The 

projections established that a number of countries will become highly conducive to this 

fungus, while others are projected to produce marginal levels of conduciveness by 2050 and 

2100. We also demonstrate that refining CLIMEX outputs with a combination of a number of 

alternative GCMs results ensures that modeled projections become more robust, rather than 

producing purely hypothetical findings. 

In the sixth study, the future distribution of invasive Fusarium oxysporum f. spp., confirmed 

by CS and MR GCMs, was combined with the future distribution of date palm predicted by 

the same GCMs, to identify areas suitable for date palm cultivation with different risk levels 
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of invasive Fusarium oxysporum f. spp., for 2030, 2050, 2070 and 2100. Results showed that 

40%, 37%, 33% and 28% areas projected to become highly conducive to date palm are under 

high risk of its lethal fungus, compared with 37%, 39%, 43% and 42% under low risk, for the 

chosen years respectively. Our study also indicates that areas with marginal risk will be 

limited to 231, 212, 186 and 172 million hectares by 2030, 2050, 2070 and 2100.  

In the seventh study, our research set out to build a model identifying areas where a positive 

Net Present Values (NPV) could be obtained from date palm using CLIMEX and six 

parameters including a) suitable soil taxonomy and physicochemical soil properties b) slopes 

of less than 10 degrees c) land uses suitable for date palm cultivation d) availability of roads 

e) availability of water and f) low risk of the lethal Fusarium oxysporum f. spp. disease for the 

years 2030, 2050, 2070 and 2100 in Iran. Economic feasibility was estimated based on the 

assumption that the decision to plant date palms by landholders is motivated by a desire to 

maximize their return from the land. Our results indicate that only 5450 km2 of southern Iran 

will be highly profitable for cultivation of date palm, with NPV > 10000, while profitable 

(with NPV between 4200 and 10000) and moderately profitable (with NPV between 0 and 

4200) areas would cover only 500 and 50 km2 respectively in the future. A comparison of 

mean outputs from the two chosen GCMs and those of the economic and CLIMEX output 

combination indicates that only about 0.01% of areas from both GCMs will be highly 

economically viable for cultivation of date palm. In this study we ensure that the predictions 

become robust, rather than producing hypothetical findings, limited purely to publication. 

In the eighth study, our research set out to show how our modelling techniques for date palm 

had the potential in future climatic scenarios for many African developing nations, to be 

produced as an important crop to tackle micronutrient deficiency and to some extent the 

alleviation of malnutrition. Inadequacy of iron, zinc and vitamin A are the most important 

micronutrient deficiencies. Consumption of a 100g portion of date flesh from date palm, (an 
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easily cultivated species in southern Mediterranean areas and areas with similar climate, 

worldwide) can meet approximately half of the daily dietary recommended intake of these 

three micronutrients.  

In the ninth study, our study investigate the importance of the use of appropriate species 

locational records in projecting potential distributions under climate change using 

comparative bioclimatic models and alternative sets of data (native and exotic) to project a 

species in a new environment. We built bioclimatic models for date palm (Phoenix dactylifera 

L.), using the MaxEnt correlative model and the CLIMEX mechanistic niche model, and 

fitted the models using three training datasets: native data only, exotic data only and both. We 

compared the ability of the different data sets using the different modelling approaches to 

project suitable climate envelope for independent records of the species at a global scale. We 

found that the output of projected species distributions were closely related to the modelling 

approach, as well as the specific categorized distribution of species data used (native data 

only, exotic data only and native + exotic). Further, our results indicated that utilizing both 

native + exotic records made a greater difference of projected area in CLIMEX and MaxEnt. 

An effective method in the assessment of a model’s accuracy in future projections is a 

retrospective analysis in which the model projects present day distributions, based on data 

collected from the past, particularly in the case of the native  dataset. 

In the final study, a comparative investigation and evaluation of the capabilities of correlative 

and mechanistic modeling processes, applied to the projection of future distributions of date 

palm. Afterwards, attempts were made to establish a method of minimizing uncertainty in the 

projections of differing techniques was undertaken. We compared the mechanistic model 

CLIMEX (CL) with the correlative models MaxEnt (MX), Boosted Regression Trees (BRT) 

and Random Forests (RF) to project current and future distributions of date palm. Both 

indigenous and alien distribution data of the species were utilized in the modeling process. 
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The common areas predicted by MX, BRT, RF and CL from the CS GCM were extracted and 

compared to ascertain projection uncertainty levels of each individual technique. The 

common areas identified by all four modeling techniques were used to produce a map 

indicating suitable and unsuitable areas for date palm cultivation for Middle Eastern countries, 

for the present and the year 2100. The four different modeling approaches predict fairly 

different distributions. Projections from CL were more conservative than from MX. The BRT 

and RF were the most conservative methods in terms of projections for the current time. The 

combination of the final CL and MX projections for the present and 2100 provide higher 

certainty concerning those areas that will become highly suitable for future date palm 

cultivation. According to the four models, cold, hot and wet stress, with differences on a 

regional basis, appears to be the major restrictions on future date palm distribution. The 

results demonstrate variances in the projections, resulting from different techniques. The 

assessment and interpretation of model projections requires reservations, especially in 

correlative models such as MX, BRT and RF. Intersections between different techniques may 

decrease uncertainty in future distribution projections. Suggestions towards methodology and 

processing for improving projections are included. 
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